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Whatever amaysim plan you’re on, you 
can choose to or pay upfront (we call this 
‘PREPAID’) or receive a bill after your monthly 
use (we call this ‘POSTPAID’). The same great 
rates apply no matter which option you choose.

If you choose Prepaid, amaysim FLEXI, 
amaysim UNLIMITED and amaysim MOBILE 
BROADBAND will be set to auto-renew every 
30 days by debiting your card, unless you tell 
us otherwise. If you prefer you can buy a retail 
voucher, at one of over 20,000 retail shops. 

What is the easiest way to pay?
It’s best to pay using a credit or debit card – 
easy and no hassle. You can set this up when 
you activate your account online or do  
it anytime at My amaysim. You can also choose 
to pay using recharge vouchers.

How do I recharge with credit card or debit card?
1.  Set up your credit or debit card online at My amaysim 

2.  Use your mobile (with amaysim SIM) to recharge amaysim AS YOU GO  
 from anywhere in Australia

To recharge with your credit or debit card, choose one of the four easy options below:

Download our 
free amaysim app  

for Android  
or iPhone 

1. APPS

Text 
‘TOP10’ 
‘TOP15’  
‘TOP20’  
‘TOP30’  
‘TOP50’  

‘TOP100’  
to 568

3. SMS

Call 555 and  
follow the prompts

4. CALL

Go to 
My amaysim 

2. ONLINE
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APPS

You can also recharge with a voucher
1.  Buy a voucher at over 20,000 retail shops

	 To	find	your	nearest	store,	go	to	our 
store locator 

2.  Choose the recharge value you need

 amaysim AS YOU GO:  
$10, $20, $30, $50, $100

 amaysim FLEXI:  
$39.90

 amaysim UNLIMITED:  
$39.90

3.  Redeem your voucher

To redeem your voucher, choose one of the four easy options below.

These are some of our amaysim retailers. Go to the store locator to find your nearest store.

Download our 
free amaysim app  

for Android  
or iPhone 

1. APPS

Text 
VOU XXXXXXX

(VOU followed  
by the  

voucher number)  
to 568

3. SMS

Call 555 and  
follow the prompts

4. CALL

Go to 
My amaysim 

2. ONLINE
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Download our 
free amaysim app  

for Android  
or iPhone 

1.APPS

Text 
BAL 

to 568

3. SMS

Call 555 and  
follow the prompts

4. CALL

Go to 
My amaysim 

2. ONLINE

To check your balance use any of these four easy options:

Other things to know
How long does my credit last?
•	 amaysim AS YOU GO 

Prepaid credit lasts for 90 days

•	 amaysim FLEXI 
lasts for 30 days

•	 amaysim UNLIMITED 
lasts for 30 days

•	 amaysim MOBILE BROADBAND 
1GB, 2.5GB and 4GB DATA PACKS  
last for 30 days

•	 amaysim MOBILE BROADBAND 
10GB DATA PACKs last for 365 days

What is auto-recharge?
Auto-recharge lets us recharge your credit automatically with an agreed amount. If you have your 
credit card nominated with us, you can set-up auto-recharge at My amaysim and stay in credit 
without the hassle. Your card will be automatically charged with your nominated recharge amount 
whenever your balance gets low.

Why should I consider Postpaid?
If you choose Postpaid you’ll get the same great rates and the peace of mind that you’ll never 
run out of credit. We’ll email your bill to you at the end of each month and you have complete 
flexibility	to	switch	between	Postpaid	and	Prepaid	at	any	time.

If you’re on Prepaid and want to swap to Postpaid, we will transfer any Prepaid credit as well.  
To switch to Postpaid, go to My amaysim.



Want to save time 
and do more? Easy! 
Find out more about our products 
and services at Help and Support

Stay on top of things on the go with  
our amaysim apps,  android or iPhone 

Do it yourself and manage your account at 
My amaysim

Refer a friend.  
Be rewarded.
You deserve a reward for spreading  
the good news. Invite your friends  
to join amaysim and you’ll both be  
rewarded with $10. 

For more info go to  
amaysim.com.au/friend.

Need help?

Go online amaysim.com.au/help

Email us at service@amaysim.com.au 

Follow us at 
 /amaysim and  /amaysimau


